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Abstract: Latent direct contact thermal energy storage presents a promising way of storing thermal energy within
a compact unit at high charging and discharging levels of power. On the one hand, the unconventional technique
of heat transfer for storing energy depends essentially on the design and the material properties and on the other
hand, there are a small number of investigation published in the known literature.
Based on basic experiments this paper discusses the fundamentals of the solidifying process by an upward droplet
flow through the storage. Because of constant availability in high quality, water is chosen as storage material.
The heat transfer fluid consists of thermal-oil with a low viscosity. The measurements includes the history of
temperatures in addition to the mass flow of the heat transfer fluid out of seven experiment runs. Out of this data
the thermal power is analyzed over the time and associated to the state of solidification. Simultaneously the
findings of the experimental characterization contains the description of the power performance by dimensionless
parameters as well as the discussion of the temperature distribution inside the storage tank.
Key-Words: Direct Contact Heat Exchange; Latent Thermal Energy Storage; Direct Contact Thermal Energy
Storage; Heat Exchange; Temperature Distribution
research, the optimizing of the heat exchange and
tank design [12,13].
Due to the low heat transfer by conduction of solid
PCM (PCMs) in comparison to the heat transfer by
convection and conduction of liquid PCM (PCMl) the
thermal power decrease for an increasing grade of
solidification in general [13]. A general approach to
optimize the power performance is to increase the
active surface for heat transfer for example by finned
tubes. The next steps depend on the optimizing aim
and could consist of the minimizing of the heat
exchanger weight or the stabilization of the power
performance over the time on a high level [14].
The strong dependency of the thermal power on the
grade of solidification leads to oversized storages in
respect to their volume and thermal capacity. This
results in, inter alia, space requirement and
installation costs of latent thermal energy storages
[14].
This paper focuses on the description of the heat
transfer mechanism in latent direct contact thermal
energy storages (DCTESs) to optimize the power
performance und to reduce the installation costs.

1 Introduction
It exist a high accordance that thermal energy
storages support the reduction of the energy demand
in the domestic as well as in the industrial sector
[1,2]. Latent thermal storages offer the potential to
store the energy over a small temperature spread in a
more compact way by the latent heat of the phase
change than by the sensitive heat of one phase. This
allowed installations with a low space and weight
forces impact [3]. Despite the benefits, the power
performance decrease in an early state which is often
the challenge of the integration [4].
On the one hand, the PCM dominate the storage
properties and could influence the installation costs
significantly. The melting/solidification temperature,
the phase change enthalpy and the grade of hazardous
of the PCM are be given material properties [5–7].
On the other hand, the design of the heat exchanger
and tank influence the power performance as well as
installation costs and required space [8].
Finally, there exist two approaches to optimize the
performance of latent thermal energy storages.
Firstly material research to optimize or to develop
new PCMs [9–11]. Secondly, and the focus of this
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was obtained from a demineralization cartridge in the
laboratory with an electrical conductivity lower than
5 μS/cm. The synthetic HTF based on aliphatic
hydrocarbons has a temperature operation range
from -85°C to 230°C and the trading name is
“Therminol® D12”. The material properties of the
PCM and the HTF near to the melting point are given
for atmospheric pressure in Table 1 with data from
[25,26].
The calculation of characteristic values is based on
the material properties of the HTF take account the
linear approximations of the temperature dependency
in Eq. (1) to (4) calculated from the data in [26] for
the temperature range -15°C ≤ T ≥ 15°C.

The existing literature about DCTESs shows
experimental investigations of the storage
performance, but the evaluation of the heat transfer
mechanism was not in focus [15–17]. The numerical
investigations also concentrate on the description of
the performance curve without deriving correlations
concerning the heat transfer [18–21].
In respect to the high calculation effort for simulation
of two-phase flows, the literature about multi-phase
flows presents mostly experimental results or
numerical simulations of just a single detail [22–24].
The results of these investigations have a low
transferability to the direct contact heat exchange in
a DCTES. Here, the heat transfer mechanism differs
from the documented process technologies in two
essentially points:

Table 1: Material properties for the PCM (H2O) [25]
and the HTF (Therminol® D12) [26] near to the
melting point of the PCM at atmospheric pressure.
Value
PCMs PCMl HTF

1. phase change of one fluid during the flow,
2. only one fluid flows through.

Reference temperature

≥0°C

0°C

 HTF T   776  0.8045  T  kg m3 
 HTF T   1.93  0.037  T  mPa  s 
c p, HTF T   2.0256  0.0041 T kJ  kg  K  
HTF T   0.113  0.001 T  W  m  K  

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The experiments include a variation of the mass flow
of the HTF m HTF between 40 and 140 kg/h through a
single nozzle with a diameter (Dn) of 5 and 2 mm in
a 12 l storage tank. The heat transfer is calculated
based on the temperature and the mass flow
measurements of the HTF.
Non-dimensional values characterize the heat
transfer over the load state of the storage. The
characteristic of the temperature distribution inside
the tank, the outlet temperature and the heat transfer
between the HTF-droplet flow over the time are be
discussed on an exemplary experimental run.

2 Methodology
The design of the labor scale storage suggested a
simple nozzle geometry as well as a simple tank
geometry for the exclusionary of boundary effects.
The research neglects the suitability of the Tmelt of the
PCM for an installation case. By what the PCM could
selected for comparable test condition. Water has the
big advantage that it is cheap, non-hazardous and in
most laboratories available in high quality. Certainly,
the anomaly of water must be discussed carefully
when formulating generalized statements. The water
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<0°C

density ρ
[kg/m3] 916.8 999.9 776
dynamic viscosity η [mPa s] 1.79 1.93
heat capacity cp [kJ/(kg K)] 2.072 4.228 2.025
heat conductivity λ [W/(m K)] 2.256 0.565 0.113
Prandtl-Number Pr
[-] 13.41 34.57
purpoint
[°C] -85
melting temperature Tmelt [°C]
0
fusion-enthalpy Δhlatent [kJ/kg]
333.69
-

In particular, the phase change between the liquid and
solid state of the PCM during the storage process
explains the low transferability. The particles and
fixed structures of the PCMs influences the already
complex two-phase flow. Due to the PCM does not
flow through the tank it initiate a backflow of the
PCMl what additionally influences the flow field.
It turns out that the description of the heat transfer in
a DCTES is a field of research of its own right. In the
absence of fundamental research, the publications
concerning this topic are very specialized and refer to
the particular project only. They are not
systematically coordinated to investigate the flow
and heat transfer mechanism.
To establish the missing fundamental research, this
paper offers a first step for the characterization of the
heat transfer rate by a plain experimental set-up. The
experiments include investigations of a single HTF
droplet flow (one nozzle) to describe the heat transfer
rate and mechanism. Based on the experiments,
evaluation methods as well as the experimental
set-up for further studies are discussed.

2.1 Experimental Set-Up
The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1, it consist
primarily of the storage tank (a) which is connected
from the outlet extraction (b) by steel pipes over a
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While in standby situation without a HTF mass flow
through the storage, there are two interfaces. One is
between the PCMl and the HTF, the second between
the HTF and the air. Due to the densities (given in
Table 1) of the fluids the PCMl is in the lower part of
the tank with HTF on the top which has the final
interface to the ambient air.
The nozzle plate is made of PMMA to allow the
optical observation of the flow inside the plate as
well. The inlet tube (a) is 6 mm steel tube glued into
the bottom plate and covered with a flow breaker (b).
The nozzle (c) is a replaceable 3 mm thick PMMA
quadratic plate (40 x 40 mm) with a borehole in the
center as seen in the pictures of Fig. 2. The seal (d) is
wide enough to close the space between the nozzle
plate and the tank walls.

frequency controlled pump (d) and a thermostat unit
(f) to the nozzle plate (h) as inlet for the droplet flow
(i). The main components are be given in Table 2.
By the magnetic valves V1 to V3 the flow could adjust
into three circuits:
C1: open valves: V1, V3
storage tank
by-pass
C2: open valves: V2
C3: open valves: V1, V2, V3 storage tank and by-pass
By the manual valve V4 the HTF level in the storage
tank is controllable.

(c)
HTF
V4

Tω,2

Air
HTF

V3

(c)

(k)

(d)
(f)

(a)

(b)

m HTF

(j)
(e)

(i)

PCM

(b)

(a)

Tα ,1
V2

V1

Figure 2: Simplified 2D-Cut of the nozzle plate with
the main components numbered and a picture from
the top view of the nozzle. Components: (a) inlet
tube; (b) flow breaker; (c) nozzle; (d) seal;
(e) thermocouple for Tα,1.

Tα ,2

Figure 1: Flow chart of experimental set-up.
(a) Storage tank; (b) outlet extraction; (c) expansion
tank; (d) pump; (e) plate heat exchanger;
(f) thermostat unit; (g) by-pass; (h) nozzle plate;
(i) droplet flow, ascending against the gravity;
(j) insolation; (k) plate LED strips.

2.2 Measurement Techniques
In the test rig there are integrated three temperature
and one mass flow measurement integrated as seen in
Fig. 1. Further, a mobile thermal measurement rack
(MTMR) with 28 thermocouples (TCs) can be added
into the tank to measure the temperature field, see
Fig. 3. The TCs have a distance of s = 20 mm to the
MTMR, 40 mm in the horizontal and 60 mm in the
vertical direction. The measuring plane is central to
the nozzle.
In the PCM layer are 7 TCs arranged in the vertical
direction ( TPCM ,i , j  3 with i = 1(bottom) … 7(inter-

Table 2: Manufacture and model number of the main
extern manufactured components in the test rig.
Component
Manufacture
Model
(c) pump
Grundfos
CRE 5-4
(d) heat exchanger
Sweb
B12 NoP 60
(e) thermostat
Huber
Unistat 510
The storage tank has a rectangular basic shape with
the dimension 200 x 78 mm (wide x depth) and a
high of 800 mm. The front plate is made of triple
isolated glass to allow optical observations and
mounted of a carbon fiber back shell, which at the top
is open to the ambient. The back shell is isolated with
two layers of Armaflex HT 13-99/E. On the inner
side of each sidewall a power controlled COB-LED
plate is mounted to lighten the droplet flow.
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(e)

(d)

(h)

(g)

Tset

g

face)) and 12 TCs arranged at 3 levels in horizontal
direction ( TPCM ,i , j with i=1,4,7; j = 1(left) …
5(right)). In the HTF layer are 4 TCs arranged in the
vertical direction THTF ,i , j  3 with i = 8(interface)
… 11 (top)) and 4 TCs arranged in horizontal
direction ( THTF ,i 10 , j with j = 1 (left) … 5 (right)).
Obviously, the MTMR and the TCs will influence the
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For the measurement of the mass flow a coriolis
flowmeter Promass 80F (Endress+Hauser) is used.
The uncertainty of the mass flow is given with
±0.15% of the measured value.
The measurement transducer is the cDAQ9198 with
the cards NI9216, NI9214, NI9212 and NI9213 from
National Instruments. The time step of the data
logger is set to 2 seconds.
For the optical documentation of the droplet flow and
the phase change processes two cameras are be
placed on a specified position in front of the optical
access. One camera observes the whole area of the
optical access and the other camera is be adjusted to
the area over the nozzle plate. Every 2 seconds a
picture is taken by each camera without being
synchronized to each other or to the data logger.

fluid dynamic behavior. Against this background, the
temperature distribution was measured during the
experiment runs 4III and 4V only.

2.3 Experimental Procedure
The experimental procedure for the characterization
of the storage performance is standardized as seen in
Fig. 4. It is subdivide into 6 periods:

Figure 3: Mobile thermal measurement rack with 28
TCs to measure the temperature field in the storage.
Left: drawing of the theoretical position with three
horizontal line in the PCM and one in the HTF level.
Right: Picture of the mobile temperature
measurement rack in the tank without a HTF flow.

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

The properties of the thermal sensors are be given in
Table 3. Calibration was done at two reference
points, first in ice water at 0°C and second in air
against a calibrated PT-100 at 21°C. Internal PT-100
sensors of the measurement transducer cards
measured the cold junction temperature of the TCs.
The relative error of the temperature sensors is
determined with ±0.07 K, including the uncertainly
due to the compensation of the cold junction an
absolute error of ΔTerror = ±0.8 K has to be taken into
account.

T [°C]
I

Tset
II

III

Tω,2,ideal
IV

Tω,2,real
V

VI

10

1
0
-1

At the measurement point for Tα,1 the TC is placed
directly in the channel in front of the nozzle, see
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The PT-100 sensors for the
measurement points for Tα,2 and Tω,2 are screwed with
a T-piece into the 12 mm stainless steel tubes at the
in- and outlet of the storage, see Fig. 1.

tsol

tmel

-10
t [hh:mm]

Figure 4: Scheme of the standardized experimental
procedure with 6 periods of one storage cycle.
Tω,2,ideal would be the response answer of an ideal
system to Tset. Tω,2,real is an exemplary trend of the
response from the measured response to Tset.

Table 3: Type and dimensions of the thermal sensors
Point
Type
Dimension
TC K-Type
d = 0.3 mm, bare wire
Tα,1
Tα,2
l = 80 mm, d = 4 mm,
PT-100
Tω,1
stainless steel jacketed
Ta
d = 0.3 mm, bare wire
Tfluid,i,j TC K-Type
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pre-cooling,
temperature change of the thermostat,
solidifying by cooling down from 1 to -1°C,
temperature change of the thermostat,
melting by heating from -1 to 1°C,
overheating from 1°C to Tset.
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flow circuit C2 to C1. The end of the melting process
is not clearly determinable.

2.3.1 Pre-cooling (I)
During the first period of the procedure, the test rig
reach the thermodynamically initial conditions. The
valves open the flow circuit C3, see Fig. 1, and due
to heat resistance and (negative) heat losses of the
system the initial temperature of the storage is above
the set temperature of Tset = 1°C at the thermostat.
The pre-cooling is completed when Tω,2 is constant
for a minimum of 5 minutes.

2.3.5 Overheating from 1°C to Tset (VI)
The optional period VI is not part of the experimental
investigation. It includes the period of an ideal
system where the temperature Tω,2 rises above 1°C till
it reaches a constant value above Tset or the flow of
the HTF is shut down. In respect to the missing
defined end of the period V for a real system, the
beginning of period VI is in general undefined as
well. However, after a sufficient period of time the
system reach stationary operation point and due to
(negative) heat losses Tω,2 is higher than Tset of the
thermostat.

2.3.2 Temperature Change of the Thermostat
(II and IV)
For each temperature change of the inlet temperature
of the tank, the temperature of the oil in the
thermostat and the temperatures of the HTF in the
tubing have to change. During the periods II and IV
the flow circuit C2 is active, see Fig. 1, and the
periods are finished, if Tω,2 is constant for a minimum
of 2 minutes. Due to (negative) heat losses, the
temperature Tω,2 increase at the measurements point
in the outlet tube.

2.4 System Boundaries of Reference Systems
In general the definition of the nomenclature by
storage investigation is based on storage
temperatures above the ambient temperature. Against
this background the direction of the heat flows in the
following drawings are orientated for this case. For
storage temperatures below the ambient, the losses
became negative and the storage get an energy input
out of the losses.

2.3.3 Solidifying by Cooling Down from 1 to -1°C
(III)
For an ideal system the period III represents primarily
the solidification process. Respectively, the sensitive
cooling of the PCMl and PCMs at the beginning and
the end belong to the period as well. The time of the
latent phase change can be identified the constant
temperature Tω,2. The start time is defined by the first
time point where Tω,2,real fall below Tmelt. Due to the
missing of a plateau, the end of the solidification
could not determined by the temperature chart. The
optical observation shows that no experimental run
reaches a state of complete solidified PCM.
During period III the valves activate the flow circuit
C1, see Fig. 1.

m HTF

SBtank

dQtank
dt

Q L

2.3.4 Melting by Heating from -1 to 1°C (V)
At the beginning of period V the start temperature is
identical with the temperature of the end of period III.
From this start temperature, it is be heated up to 1°C
including the melting of the PCM. For an ideal
system, it is the inverse process of period III. Due to
the real behavior in period III and the period IV the
real starting temperature Tω,2,real is lower and the
PCM is not completely molten. The path of Tω,2,real
shows in general no tendency to a definite plateau,
instead it increases in a wavy form. The beginning
time stamp for the melting process of the PCMs is the
start of period V that is defined by switching from
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Tω,2

Tα ,1
Tα ,2
m HTF

Figure 5: Definition of the system boundaries of the
storage (SBtank) and the interesting area of heat
transfer in dark grey.
The system boundary of the storage tank (SBtank) cuts
the in- and outlet pipes of the storage at the
measurement points for Tα,2 and Tω,2. It include a
single heat flow Q L for the sum of heat losses as well
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Q L from the tank are equal to the sum of the heat
losses from the subsystems, see Eq. (12).

as one transient term for the energy change of the
whole tank, see Fig. 5 and Eq. (6) and (7). By the
SBtank is the storage tank a black box for the analyses
and the Q L and the transferred energy from the HTF
to the storage system could be determined, though it
delivers no detailed information about the major heat
flow during the multiphase flow, see Fig. 5.
However, the SBtank is most common and most useful
for an assessment or comparison of storage
technologies. It characterizes the whole storage and
can be measured by a low technical effort. With
reference to Fig. 5 the adapted equation from the first
law of thermodynamic is formulated for the
transferred thermal energy by the HTF flow
H storage (9) and for the stored energy Qstored (11).
dQtank dQHTF dQPCM


dt
dt
dt

Q L  Q L  Q LH  Q LP  Q LN

System Boundary PCM
The closed system PCM consider the heat flow from
the HTF droplet flow ( Q HP ) and the losses to the
ambient ( Q ) as well as a transient term for the heat
LP

capacity of the PCM ( Q PCM ). The heat flows to the
nozzle plate (System I) and over the interface on the
top to the HTF (System III) are neglected.
System Boundary I
The open system I encloses the tube from the
measurement point for T ,2 up to the nozzle by the

(5)

measurement point for T ,1 . Beside the enthalpy flow,
it takes into account the heat losses Q from the tube

with:

dQHTF
dT
 mHTF  cp,HTF  HTF
dt
dt
dT
dQPCM
 c p ,PCM ,s  mPCM ,s ( t )  PCM ,s 
dt
dt
dTPCM ,l

+c p ,PCM ,l  mPCM ,l ( t ) 
dt
dmPCM ,s

 hlatent
dt
with:
mPCM  mPCM , s (t )  mPCM ,l (t )

(12)

LP

(6)

to the ambient and neglects the heat flows inside the
storage.

(7)

System Boundary II
The open system II encloses the area by the sum of
the HTF-droplets and represents the heat transfer
according to the characterization of this paper.
H  ,2

tank
(8)

Q L

During the phase change processes of an ideal system
dT
is i  0 in Eq. (6) and (7).
dt

Q LH

H  ,2

dQHTF
dt

IV
T ,2

Q HTF

III

H  ,1

T ,1

PCM
dQtank
H tank 
 Q L
dt
with:

(9)

H tank  m HTF  c p ,HTF THTF  T ,2  T ,2 

(10)

 dQ

Qtank    tank  Q L  dt
dt



(11)

Q L

Q PCM

Q LP

Q HP

II

H  ,1

For characterizing the heat transfer between the HTF
and the PCM the storage tank is subdivided into 5
subsystems, see Fig. 6. Within this subdivision, the
inlet boundary from the subsystem I and the outlet
boundary from the subsystem IV are congruent with
the counterparts from SBtank. As well, the heat losses
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dQPCM
dt

Q LP

H  ,2

I

Figure 6: System boundaries of the storage tank.
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PCM for the assumption of an ideal system in Eq. (7).
If the assumption is not true and the sensitive heat of
the PCM cannot be neglected, the whole Eq. (7) has
to be used.

System Boundary III
The open system III encloses the HTF layer above the
PCM and includes a transient term for heat capacity
of the HTF.
System Boundary IV
The open system IV encloses HTF in the extraction
tube from the HTF surface up to the measurement
point of T,2 .

m PCM , s 

QPCM 

THTF ,in  THTF ,out
THTF ,in  Tmelt

 0   DCTES  1

PCM , a

  dt

(18)

mPCM , s
mPCM

 0   DCTES  1

For the description of the flow properties at the
nozzle, the Reynolds Number (Ren) by the nozzle
diameter has to be calculated by Eq. (20). In Eq. (1)
and (2) the temperature dependency from T ,1 are
taken into account.

(13)

Re n 

 HTF  u HTF  Dn
 HTF

(20)

with:

uHTF (T ,1 ) 

m

 HTF (T ,1 )   4  Dn2

leads to: Re n 

(14)

4  m
 HTF    Dn2

(21)

(15)

The total mass m PCM is be given by the experimental
set up and Eq. (16) calculate the mass of solidified

ISSN: 2367-8968

(19)

c p , HTF  2.0  kJ kg  K  .

Due to the transient characteristic of a storage
process, ΦDCTES is dependent upon state of load from
the storage. The load takes the latent energy into
account, which corresponds to the solidified mass of
PCM and exclude a sensitive component. By that
definition the state could be described with the
solidification ratio ΨDCTES, see Eq. 15.
 DCTES 

(17)

with: in respect to the temperature range of the
experiments and Eq. (3) the c p , HTF is set to

Indices:
1 = fluid 1 (lower thermal capacity flow as fluid 2);
2 = fluid 2.

 DCTES 

LP

12

H 12  m HTF  c p , HTF  T ,1  t   T ,1  t  

In order to characterize the heat transfer the heat
effectivity  is a common value, which also is
known as the operational characteristic of a heat
exchanger (HEX), see Eq. (13). With respect to the
constant temperature during the phase change of the
storage, the maximal temperature difference is
calculated due to Tmelt and not due to the inlet
temperature of the second fluid, see Eq. (14).

 0   HEX  1

  H  t   Q  T

with:
TPCM ,a  Ta  TPCM

2.5 Mathematical Description of Analysis

T1,in  T2,in

t status

t (T ,1  0 C )

T ,2 . This calculation will be deduced and verified
in chapter 3.1.1.

T1,in  T1,out

(16)

The stored energy by the phase change Q PCM is be
calculated by Eq. (17). If sensitive heat has to be
considered, the Eq. (17) may not be allowed to use as
well.

For the determination of the enthalpy flows in the
subsystems the temperature at the boundaries 1 and
 2 is necessary. With the given relationships of the
energy and enthalpy flows in Fig. 6, the temperature
T ,1 is calculated backwards from the temperature

 HEX 

Q PCM
hlatent
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3 Results of Experimental Investigation

TPCM,i,3
TPCM,1.4.7,j
THTF,11,3
THTF.10,3
THTF,9.3
THTF,8.3

This paper presents 7 pairs of solidifying and melting
experiment runs by the standard procedure in Fig. 4,
the parameters of these experiment runs are listed in
the Table 4.
Table 4: Matrix of experimental parameters

6

T ,1
Un
Ren
m
mm
kg/h
m/s
[-]
°C
5
20
0.4
600
-11.6
5
20
0.4
950
10.9
5
22
0.4
720
-6.5
5
22
0.4
1040
11.7
5
80
1.4
2500
-7.2
5
82
1.5
3800
10.6
5
130
2.4
4250
-7.5
5
133
2.5
6120
10.5
5
130
2.4
4100
-7.7
5
130
2.4
6000
10.7
2
87
10.0
2500 -15.1
2
87
10.0
4400
15.2
2
110
12.6
3500
-7.5
2
118
13.6
5450
10.7
*Additional MTMR in the tank, see Fig. 3.

Dn

Ti(t+tHTF)
temperature [°C]

Runperiod
[-]
1III
1V
2III
2V
3III
3V
4III*
4V*
5III
5V
6III
6V
7III
7V

5

4

THTF

-0.75 K
3
00:20

00:25

00:30

00:35

time [hh:mm]

Figure 7: Measured temperatures from the MTMR
during pre-cooling (period I for experiment 4III) of
the experimental procedure with an inlet
temperature of Tα,1 = 2.4°C as well as calculated
transformation for the outlet temperature with
ΔtHTF = 117 s and ΔTHTF = -0,1 K.

3.1 Temperature Distribution
The temperature distribution is be measured for the
period I, III, and V/VI of the experimental procedure.
Therefore, the MTMR with 28 TCs, see Fig. 3, is be
insured into the tank.

possibilities. Both are based on the assumption, that
the temperature THTF ,8,3 near to the interface PCMHTF is equal to the outlet temperature of the HTFdroplets ( THTF ,8 ,3  T ,1 ). In addition the finding of

3.1.1 Pre-cooling (Period I)
The temperature distribution of the PCM during the
pre-cooling (period I of the experiment procedure) is
at the local resolution of the MTMR homogeneous.
By neglecting the noise, the temperature of each
measuring point in the vertical TPCM ,i ,3 and in

the stratified temperature profile is used.
On the one hand the temperature T ,1 is specified by
the temperature THTF ,11.3 (equal to the temperature at
the inlet of the suction tube) and on the other hand by
the temperature T,2 (temperature measured in the
suction tube but outside the tank).
Equation (22) determines the time difference tHTF ,
that a HTF-droplet needs to flow from the PCM-HTF
interface to the top of the HTF layer. So, in a first
approximation the temperature THTF ,8.3 (t ) is equal to

horizontal TPCM ,i 1.4.7 , j are identical, see Fig. 7. In
contrast, the temperature distribution of the HTF
layer above the PCM has a vertical stratified
temperature profile. The temperature differences
between the measurement points in the vertical
direction THTF ,i ,3 (8 ≤ i ≤ 11) are constant and in
horizontal direction THTF ,10, j (j = 1,2,4,5) equal to
zero, see Fig. 7.
In contrast to the low temperature spread in the tank,
the measured outlet temperature T,2 is significant

THTF ,11,3 (t  tHTF ) . Due to the (negative) heat losses
of the HTF layer Q , the temperature increases
LH

additional. This temperature difference could be
calculated by Eq. (23) for a determined Q LH (THTF , A ).

higher. To specify the relevant temperature T ,1 for
the investigation of the heat transfer, there are two
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T,2
T,2(t+117s)
T,2(t+117s)-0.75 K
.
THTF,11,3(t+117s)-T(QL)
THTF,10,j
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t HTF 

mHTF
m HTF

THTF  THTF ,8 (t )  THTF ,11 (t  tHTF ) 
with:

THTF 

THTF ,8 (t )  THTF ,11 (t )

(22)

T,1
T,2
THTF,11,3
.
mHTF

Q LH (THTF , A )
m  c p , HTF (THTF )
(23)

4

Finally, the temperature T ,1 in dependency to

0

THTF ,11,3 could be written as:
T ,1 (t , THTF ,11, 3 )  THTF ,11, 3 (t   t HTF )   THTF (THTF )

(24)
As THTF ,11,3 is the temperature at the inlet of the
suction tube, the temperature T ,1 in dependency to

T,2 has to be calculated in equal terms for the time
shift and the heat losses at the tube. However, the heat
flow and the heat capacity of the stainless steel tube
and the stainless steel jacketed thermal sensor are too
complex, to be described in an analytical way.
Instead a correction factor of 0.75 K was determined
and subtracted from the time shifted measurement.
The temperature T ,1 in dependency to T,2 is then

-2

-6
150
125
100

-4

02:50 03:00 03:10 03:20 03:30
time [hh:mm]

Figure 8: Measured temperatures from the MTMR
during the solidifying (Tmelt = 0°C) of the
experimental procedure with an inlet temperature
Tα,1 of -7.5°C (experiment run 4III) as well as
calculated translation Tβ,1(t,Tω,2) and Tβ,1(t,THTF,11).

calculated by Eq. (25).
(25)

HTF-droplets begin to decrease slightly and the first
temperature curve of a TC in the PCM decrease
drastically against the level of inlet temperature T ,1 .
The drastically decrease of some PCM temperatures
is traced back to formed HTF channels. The cold
HTF flows through these channels without the high
heat transfer rate of a droplet flow. Consequently
T ,1 becomes a mean temperature of cold HTF out of

The temperature curves of the calculated values
T ,1 (t,THTF ,11,3 )
T ,1 (t ,T ,2 )
and
correspond
sufficiently to the measured temperature THTF ,8 ,3 (t ) ,
see Fig. 7.
The MTMR is inserted to the tank during the
experiment runs 4III and 4V only, so the Eq. (25) is
used for further investigation, see chapter 3.2.

the channels (low heat transfer rate at the channel
walls) and the HTF is heated up by the droplet flow
against Tmelt (high heat transfer rate), therefor the

3.1.2 Solidifying (Period III)

temperature T ,1 decrease.

During the solidification of the PCM the measured
temperature distribution is not defined, see Fig. 8.
Upon completion of the sensitive cooling to Tmelt a
super cooling of 0,3 K is detected before the
temperature of the PCM and the HTF layer is
constant for about 5 minutes. At the experimental
time of 03:00 the outlet temperature T ,1 of the
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temperature [°C]

2

mass flow [kg/h]

2
THTF , A  TA  THTF

T ,1 (t ,T ,2 )  T ,2 (t  tHTF )  0.75 K

TPCM,i,j
THTF,i,j
T,1(t,T,2)
T,1(t,THTF,11,3)

At 03:10 two phenomena start: some temperatures of
the TC in the PCM increase against 0.4°C and the
temperature of the most TC in the HTF increases to
Tmelt  0C .
The increasing of some PCM temperatures are
detected in the lowest horizontal measurement
line (TPCM,1,j). In this area during all experiment runs
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a phase change never was detected. In addition, the
velocity of the PCMl could neglected because a wall
of solidified PCMs separate the HTF-flow from the
PCMl. One possible explanation may be the heat
losses of the LED-panels (installed at the tank wall)
heat the PCM. However, the measurement of the heat
losses Q LP included this energy flow already, so that
is does not influence to the investigation of the heat
transfer.
The increasing of most of the HTF temperatures takes
into account the density change over the phase
change which is supported by encapsulation of HTF
droplets in the PCMs matrix. Due to a density change,
the high of the interface increase over the horizontal
measurement line ( THTF ,4, j ) so that it is covered by

T,1
T,2
THTF,11,3
.
mHTF
10

temperature [°C]

8

PCM.
A comparison of T ,1 (t ,T ,2 ) and T ,1 (t ,THTF ,11 ) shows
that both calculating methods results in similar
temperatures. Due to the lower noise of T ,2 in

6
4

mass flow [kg/h]

2

comparison to THTF ,11 the calculated values by

T ,1 (t ,T ,2 ) also show a lower noise than those
calculated by T ,1 (t ,THTF ,11 ) .
The increase of T ,1 at 03:37 is due to the time shift
by tHTF and the increase of the measured
temperatures T ,2 and THTF ,11 during the period IV.
The red dotted walls at the beginning and the end of
the diagram represent periods II (beginning) and IV
(end).

150
125
100

0

04:00 04:10 04:20 04:30 04:40 04:50
time [hh:m]

Figure 9: Measured temperatures from the MTMR
during melting (Tmelt = 0°C) of the experimental
procedure with an inlet temperature of Tα,1 = 10.5°C
(experiment run 4V) as well as calculated
temperature
transformation
Tβ,1(t,Tω,2)
and
Tβ,1(t,THTF,11).

3.1.3 Melting (Period V)
As well as during the solidifying, the temperature
distribution during the melting of the PCM is not
definite, see Fig. 9. Directly from the start of the
period V on, the temperatures of the PCM increase
and the temperatures of the HTF stay constant at
Tmelt  0°C . While most of the measured PCM
temperatures increase nearly linear with 0.2 K/min in
the first 40 minutes, the temperatures for T ,1 form

show the same temperature, so the temperature
distribution of the PCMl is homogenous with
exception the PCMl in the channels.
The development of the measured HTF temperatures
is roughly identical. There are, however, two
quantitative differences. First, the increase of the
temperatures starts later and second, the
homogeneous temperature level at the free-melted
TC is lower. Optical observations point out, that the
PCMs needs more time for melting, if it placed in the
low turbulent HTF level instead in the high turbulent
PCMl level. Due to the high turbulence, initiated by
the droplet flow, the heat transfer rate in the PCMl
level is significant higher than in the HTF level.
At the experimental time 04:50 the PCM
temperatures decrease rapidly to the level of the HTF
and afterwards all temperatures increase identically.
A possible explanation for this phenomenon is that a

after 10 minutes a temperature plateau around 2°C for
15 minutes. After the plateau the temperatures
increase as well with 0.2 K/min.
PCM temperatures that do not increase from the
beginning but start later, increase linear as well but
with a higher rate until they reach the temperature
level of the other PCM temperatures. By observation
through the glass plate, this development could be
explained by the different flow regimes at the TCs. A
TC in the main and turbulent flow regime is melting
free rapidly in comparison to a TC that is in a low
turbulent flow regime. The already free-melted TCs
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Figure 10: Measured inlet temperature T ,1 and mass
flow m HTF and calculated values of the experiment
run 4III.

Figure 11: Measured inlet temperature T ,1 and mass
flow m HTF and calculated values of the experiment
run 4V.

agglomeration of PCMs lose his contact to a
constructive storage compound and sink from the
HTF into the PCMl level. There it melts rapidly
because of the warm and turbulent PCMl flow,
whereby the PCM temperatures decrease.
The two values for T ,1 are identical only on the

3.2 Time Based Thermodynamic Evaluation
The thermodynamic evaluation in detail is presented
by taking experiment runs 4III and 4V as example. In
addition to the non-dimensions parameters  DCTES
(Eq. 14) and  (Eq. 15), the curve of the heat flow
Q HP is plotted in the diagrams of Fig. 10 and Fig. 11
as well. The comparison of the curves of  DCTES and
Q
demonstrates the suitability of 
to

temperature plateau of 2°C. Before the plateau the
temperature of T ,1 (t ,T ,2 ) is up to 1.5 K higher. By

HP

0.5 K lower than T ,1 (t ,THTF ,11 ) . This may be
explained by the constant temperature correction
factor of 0.75 K in Eq. (25), which was determined
for a temperature level of Tmelt . Instead, the
temperature level is up to 9 K above Tmelt , so that the
(negative) heat losses to the ambient are lower and
the correction factor is too high.
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DCTES

describe the performance of Q HP , see Fig. 10 and
Fig. 11. For the suitability of  to describe the latent
stored energy the evidence is be renounced in respect
to the clarity of the diagrams.
Fig. 10 shows the behavior of the relevant
measurements and calculated values for the
thermodynamic evaluation for the solidification
process (experiment run 4III) and Fig. 11 of the
melting process (experiment run 4IV).
In both experiment runs m HTF was 130 kg/h although
the mass flow is fluctuating during the solidification
process. The turbulence at the nozzle Ren
corresponds primarily to the mass flow. But due to
the higher level of THTF and dependent on the

the (negative) heat losses during period IV (with no
HTF flow), tube and sensor of T ,2 reach 6°C. This
influences the measurement at the beginning of the
period V. After the plateau T ,1 (t ,T ,2 ) is constantly
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material properties to the temperature, Ren during the
melting process is about 50% higher than during the
solidification.
The temperature curves of T ,1 and T ,1 are described

Ren 4250
Ren 4100
Ren 2500
Ren 2500
Ren 720
Ren 600

in detail in chapter 3.1.
The mass ratio of solidified PCM  increases nearly
linear with a mean gradient of 0.7 h-1 but in detail, the
gradient decreases over the time. During the melting
process  = 0 (PCM is completely molten) is
reached at the experiment time of 04:40, although the
curve of T ,1 and optical observation indicate, that the

140 kg/h
130 kg/h
87 kg/h
80 kg/h
21 kg/h
20 kg/h

4III
5III Dn = 2 mm
6III Dn = 2 mm
3III
2III
1III

1.0

melting process is not finished. The end of the
melting process was determined in chapter 3.1.2 to
the experimental time of 04:50. A necessary
assumption to use the Eq. (15) for  is that there is
no sensitive heating of the PCMl and PCMs during
the phase change. As seen in Fig. 9 the temperature
of the PCMl is not constant, in consequence  may
not be calculated by Eq. (15).
The curve of  DCTES decreases over the time. During
solidification the curve could be interpreted as linear
with a mean gradient of -0.4 h-1. Opposed to this,
during the melting process the curve separates two
parts. The first part is from 04:00 to 04:20 shows a
mean gradient of 0.3 h-1 and the second part from
04:20 to 04:50 shows a mean gradient of 1 h-1. The
reason for the prompt change of the gradients is not
known at the moment.
The curves of Q HP at both phase change processes
have the same manner as the curves of  DCTES .
However, during the solidification the curve of Q

 [-]

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

 [-]
Figure 12: The heat effectiveness ΦDCTES over the
mass ratio Ψ of the solidification process from the
experiment runs 1 to 7.

HP

shows additional fluctuations
fluctuations of m HTF .

3.3
Non
Evaluation

Dimension

based

on

the

The curves show two characteristic attributes of the
heat transfer behaviour over the mass ratio  .
One characteristic is that all curves with Ren greater
than 720 go near to the point  DCTES (   0.5)  0.7 .
The experiments 1III and 2III finish at   0.3 , so it
could not attest, if there curves will also match the
point at   0.5 .
The second characteristic is that the curves 1III, 2III,
3III and 7III show a definite point, where the amount
of the gradient increases instantly. One approach to
assume a correlation for the edge in the curve is that
the value of  at the edge increases if Ren increases.
The number of curves is too small to confirm or
quantify this assumption of a correlation. In addition
the curves show a local minimum before the edge that
could not explained. The experiment 6III shows a
change in the value of the gradient in the same order
as in the other curves, but the change of the gradient
is more constant, so that there is no edge in the curve.

Thermodynamic

It may be assumed that the heat transfer between the
HTF and the PCM is dependent on the state of the
solidified PCM. The state of the PCMs could, for
example, described by the porosity or mode of the
distribution in the tank. However, the only
information about the state of the PCMs derived from
the measurements is the mass ratio  for the
solidification process. On the other hand, the heat
efficiency  DCTES characterizes the quality of heat
transfer.
Figure 12 shows  DCTES all the solidification
experiments concerning  . Out of practical reasons
the experiments had not reach a complete solidified
state. By that, the maximal range of values for  is
0 ≤  ≤ 0.9. For  , the values above 1.0 are not be
interpreted here.
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data have to be extended by a time and local resolved
method.
The non-dimensionless evaluation is a powerful tool
to assess the storage performance. To indicate and
quantify correlation of constructional or material
influences on the performance properties of the
storage, a more extensive database is necessary.
Therefore, each experiment should reach the state of
a complete solidified storage (   1 ) and verified by
a minimum of one repetition. To reduce the
experimental effort, the reproducibility should be
examined in detail for single configuration. The
measurement on the experimental set-up works well,
but the position of the sensor for T ,2 has to be
decoupled from the heat flow caused by the
environment. Due to a thinner sensor and a
measurement position directly at the inlet of the surge
tube, the influences of constructional based heat
flows could reduce.
Finally, optical investigation has a promising
potential to support the understanding of the state of
the phase change processes. To use optical
investigation in an efficient way, significant
information derived from pictures has to be
transformed into numerical values in an automated
procedure.

4 Conclusion
The measurement of the temperature distribution
confirm, that the conversion from T ,2 to T ,1 (t ,T ,2 )
is valid. Although only in one experiment the MTMR
in the tank validates the conversion, the values are
plausible and coherent.
The decrease of the curve of T ,1 (t ,T ,2 ) over the time
during the solidification is based on the increasing
amount of channels with a pure HTF flow inside. The
heat transfer rate inside these channels is lower than
in a droplet flow, so that heat flow and thus the
temperature of T ,1 (t ,T ,2 ) decrease.
The characteristic of the temperature distribution
during the melting process is the result of a mixture
of latent and sensible storage properties.
Subsequently these measurements could point to the
assumption that by DCTES a stable temperature
plateau with a constant power can be reached for the
solidification process, but not for the melting. This
assumption is not strongly grounded, because it is
based on one nozzle configuration with one
combination of PCM and HTF only. The temperature
profile by the melting process has to be investigated
intensively, in order to reach a balanced performance
between the solidification and melting processes.
The time based thermodynamic evaluation confirmed
the informative value of the non-dimensional values
 DCTES and  for the solidification process. Though
the equation for  is not valid for the melting
process,  DCTES is still valid. If a equation to
calculate  out of the measurement data could be
found, the non-dimension thermodynamic evaluation
could be extended to the melting process as well.
The non-dimension evaluation of the solidification
process indicates correlations between the Ren and
the characteristics of the curves from  DCTES . The
data set is too incomprehensive to formulate the
correlation in detail. However, it is promising to find
correlations for the gradient before the edge of the
curve and the value of  . Thus changes on the
storage construction can be assessed and skipped to
construction guidelines.
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7 Nomenclature
cp
Dn
h
H
m, m
Q, Q

5 Outlook
The measurement of the temperature distribution in
the tank helps to understand the characteristics of
temperature performance although the MTMR
influences the flow field. To indicate the influence of
m and Ren on the phase change processes in detail,
the measurements have to be performed with a wider
range of mass flows. Additionally the analysis of the
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t
T

specific heat capacity
nozzle Diameter
specific enthalpy
enthalpy flow
mass, mass flow
energy, heat flow
time
temperature

η
λ
ρ
Φ
Ψ

dynamic viscosity
heat conduction
density
temperature effectivity
mass ratio of solidified PCM
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